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Engineering professor will bike 1,250 miles to highlight wind energy in Wisconsin 
 
MADISON, Wis. – James Tinjum, Ph.D., associate professor at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison’s Department of Engineering Professional Development (EPD), will 
travel across four Midwestern states by bicycle in July to visit wind turbines and bring 
attention to wind energy.  
 
Tinjum will “bike the wind” in a 1,250-mile long journey entirely by bike that will take him 
past more than 50 wind energy sites in an educational journey that combines his 
passions for bicycling, sustainability and energy. His route will pass energy sites in 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, South Dakota and Iowa. With a plan to bike 75 miles or six hours 
each day, Tinjum’s journey will last three weeks. He will be joined parts of the way by 
his colleagues in the wind energy business. 
 
As a professor of energy engineering and sustainability, Tinjum’s goal is to raise 
awareness about wind energy through this trip, especially in Wisconsin, because the 
state is well behind in capabilities of wind energy compared to its neighbors.  
 
“Minnesota, Illinois, Iowa, even Michigan – all have capacity ranging from higher than us 
to an order of magnitude higher than Wisconsin,” Tinjum said.  
 
Though Wisconsin lags, Tinjum is “biking the wind” to also highlight the successful 
energy sites in the Badger State. Additionally, he hopes to collect content for his 
upcoming book Wind Energy Civil Balance-of-Plant Design and for course material.  
 
To prepare for the journey, Tinjum bikes more than 300 miles a week to train, including 
biking to work. When he’s not training for a trip like this, he still bikes frequently, 
averaging 50-100 miles in a normal week.  
 
“I bike to everything,” he said. “I bike to work, I bike to meetings, I bike for groceries.” In 
fact, he only uses a car about twice a week. “The only time I don’t bike is when I take 
my dog to the dog park,” Tinjum said.  
 
In the past, Tinjum has biked similar long-distance journeys, and his cross-country 
biking certainly will not stop after this adventure in July. “In a sabbatical year, I am 
planning a Seattle-to-Madison trip,” he said. 
 



Tinjum enjoys the exercise and health benefits of biking as well as the cost savings. 
More importantly, biking aligns with his beliefs. Being a teacher of sustainability 
practices, Tinjum works to reduce his environmental impact by practicing what he 
preaches. “It’s philosophically in alignment for me to bike to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and similar environmental impacts,” he said. 
 
Tinjum plans to leave for his three-week bike tour on July 15.  
 
Follow Tinjum’s “bike the wind” journey on his daily blog, 
https://bikethewind.wordpress.com, on EPD’s Facebook (University of Wisconsin-
Madison Engineering Professional Development), Instagram (UW_Madison_EPD) and 
Twitter (UWEPD) or with the hashtag #bikethewind. For more information about the bike 
trip, visit epd.wisc.edu/news/photo-essay-biking-the-wind/	
 
To request media and further information or arrange an interview with Tinjum, please 
contact Tiffany Stronghart at tiffany.stronghart@wisc.edu or (608) 215-5028. 
 


